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We all know that the majority of the team has its own color, such as black and red color of the Chicago bulls, Pittsburgh's black and
yellow color, bright color. The orange brown color that we see is located in the southwestern Virginia center of Virginia Tech New
River Valley Hokies team colors, NIKE SB actually launched the team's color has some history, this time we see the Nike SB Team
Edition 2, the body of the shoe to brown to red suede uppers, shoes also joined the carved design. The shoes and lace eyelets
dotting quite orange Swoosh. The midsole and outsole with white and green color were presented, bright color decoration also
reflects the very good practical effect. 

we saw a pair of Air Jordan 2011 PE for the Wade Australia trip some time ago, and after communicating with the designers of
these shoes, we got to know the special version of the story. The end of last year, Michael Jordan plans to Australia to participate in a
game of golf, but this plan because the NBA lockout * cancel. Before the formal cancellation of participate in the golf program, the
NSW global product director Gentry Brand has invited Jordan Humphrey and Australia Sekure D MJ shoes custom home to create a
special color Air Jordan 2011. The Australian Air Jordan 2011 in the photos is only the first finished version of the sample, and
Sekure has been linked with the Australian red kangaroo by understanding the three QUICK/AIR/EXPLOSIVE models. Many details
of the design are not yet available in this release. In the end, Wade took the place of Jordan, completed the trip, and wore this special
edition to the event. 2012-6-12 07:51 upload and download attachments (170.04 KB)
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